COMING SOON...

DECEMBER

Stuart Woods
Criminal Mischief

James Patterson | Richard Dilallo
The Paris Detective

Kay Hooper
Curse of Salem

Bernard Cornwell
Sharpe's Assassin: Richard Sharpe and the Occupation of Paris

Elly Griffiths
The Midnight Hour

Danielle Steel
Flying Angels

Lisa Harding
Bright Burning Things

Paige Shelton
Dark Nights

Christopher Fowler
London Bridge is Falling Down

Jodi Picoult
Wish You Were Here

Brian Andrews | Jeffrey Wilson
W.E.B. Griffin Rogue Asset

Julia Kelly
The Last Dance of the Debutante

JANUARY

Danielle Steel
Invisible

James Patterson | Mike Lupica
The Horsewoman

Dean R. Kootz
Quicksilver

Colleen Hoover
Reminders of Him

Lisa Gardner
One Step Too Far

Ace Atkins
Robert B. Parker's Bye Bye Baby

Elizabeth George
Something to Hide

Jayne Ann Krentz
Lightning in a Mirror

Isabel Allende
Violeta

Diane Chamberlain
The Last House on the Street

Marie Benedict
Her Hidden Genius

Brad Taylor
End of Days
COMING SOON...

NON FICTION

DECEMBER

Nikole Hannah-Jones
The 1619 Project: A New Origin Story

Christopher Anderson
The Brothers: Inside the Private Worlds of William and Harry

Will Smith, Mark Manson
Will

Kal Penn
You Can’t Be Serious

Rachael Ray
This Must Be the Place: Dispatches & Food from the Home Front

Michael Eric Dyson
Entertaining Race: Performing Blackness in America

H.W. Brands
Our First Civil War: Patriots and Loyalists in the American Revolution

Linda Greenhouse
Justice on the Brink: The Death of Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the Rise of Amy Coney Barrett, and Twelve Months that Transformed the Supreme Court

Brian Kilmeade
The President and the Freedom Fighter: Abraham Lincoln, Frederick Douglass, and Their Battle to Save America’s Soul

Dick Lehr
White Hot Hate: A True Story of Domestic Terrorism in America’s Heartland

Chris Christie
Republican Rescue: Saving the Party from Truth Deniers, Conspiracy Theorists, and the Dangerous Policies of Joe Biden

JANUARY

Valerie Bertinelli
Enough Already: Learning to Love the Way I am Today

Zora Neale Hurston
You Don't Know Us Negroes and Other Essays

James R. Gaines
The Fifties: An Underground History

David Bushman | Mark T. Givens | Mark Frost
Murder at Teal’s Pond: Hazel Drew and the Mystery That Inspired Twin Peaks

Al Sharpton
Righteous Troublemakers: Untold Stories of the Social Justice Movement in America

Madeleine Dore
I Didn’t Do the Thing Today: Letting Go of Productivity Guilt

D.K.
The Mythology Book

Jamie Lynn Spears
Things I Should Have Said